Entrepreneurship comes in many forms —
the superhero is not one of them.
“Our life is shaped by our mind; we become what we think”

The Dhammapada (translated by Eknath Easwaran, 2007)
As the parable tells, the blind men were all touching the same animal, but each thought they were touching something different.
“Just begin... the greatest journeys all start with a single step. When you stand at the bottom of a mountain, you can rarely see a clear route to the top. It is too far away and the path too twisty and hidden behind obstacles. The only way to climb the sucker is to start - and then keep putting one foot in front of the other, one step at a time.”

— Bear Grylls,
Today.com (2013)
“Pain is temporary, quitting lasts forever.”
- Lance Armstrong,

Every Second Counts
(with Sally Jenkins)
(2003)
“The emotional tail wags the rational dog.”

- Jonathan Haidt,

Thinking Fast and Slow.

Daniel Kahneman (2012)
“There's No 'I' in Team”

- Song by Taking Back Sunday
“If there is any one secret of success, it lies in the ability to get the other person’s point of view and see things from his angle as well as your own.”

— Henry Ford
“Real communication starts when we understand what the world looks to those in front of us.”
“Try not to become a man of success, 
but rather try to become a man of value.”

— Albert Einstein, 
LIFE (1955)
“Great things are done by a series of small things brought together”

- Vincent Van Gogh
“Mastering entrepreneurial thinking... is a journey, not a single act; It takes practice and no shortcuts It takes time and dedication To reach your own value creation”